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Hydrafacial $195
Medical-grade facial rejuvenation treatment that cleanses, detoxifies, exfoliates, extracts and hydrates in one
treatment and is appropriate for all skin types -- normal, oily, sensitive, aging. It also promises help with fine line
and wrinkles, pore size, and hyperpigmentation.
 
Dermaplaning $125 or add-on for $50
A method of exfoliation that consists of using a scalpel to gently scrape off the top layer of dulling dead skin
cells in order to reveal a smoother, brighter complexion. Dermaplaning removes all the dead skin cells and also
the facial hair, leaving the surface very smooth.
 
Customized Facial $125
Using products and techniques to precisely fit your skincare concerns. Custom facials can address a variety of
needs ranging from premature aging and environmental damage to acne flare-ups to a dull and patchy
complexion.
 
Chemical Peels starting at $125 
This treatment helps improve the appearance of the skin on the face, neck or hands. A solution is applied to the
skin that causes it to exfoliate and eventually peel off. The new, regenerated skin is usually smoother, brighter
and improved fine lines and wrinkles.
 
Microneedling $350
Also known as collagen induction therapy, microneedling is a minimally invasive skin rejuvenation procedure
that helps minimize the signs of aging, improve the appearance of acne scars and rejuvenate aging skin.
 
Vivace $950
It’s the newest generation of radio frequency laser and microneedling. This minimally-invasive treatment
stimulates the natural production of collagen and is shown to be effective in alleviating facial wrinkles, fine lines,
and tightening and toning.
 
IPL Photofacial 
A procedure in which intense pulses of light are used to penetrate deep into the skin. IPL photo rejuvenation
then allows the skin tone to become more even and causes blood vessels below the epidermis to constrict,
reducing redness, discoloration and fine lines.
Full Face $400 Neck $200 Chest $400
 
Lash lift $150
Perming your lashes into a lifted, curled state to make them appear longer and thicker
 

                       ***Package Discounts Available***



IPL/Photo Facial 
This treatment uses the power of broadband light to improve the appearance of sun spots, rosacea, broken
vessels, age spots, and skin texture. 
Full face $400 Chest $400 Neck $200 
 
Laser Hair Removal 
A laser emits a light that is absorbed in the hair follicle. The light energy is converted to heat, which damages
the sacs within the follicles that produce hairs. This damage inhibits future hair growth over a series of
treatments 4-8 weeks apart. 
Bikini $150 Underarm $150 Brazilian $300 
Upper Lip $99 Chin $99 Lower Leg $350 Half Back $350
 
Laser Toning
Fast, comfortable with no downtime. This laser penetrates beneath the skins epidermal surface to create a
controlled dermal wound without harming the overlying skin. As the lower layer of skin repairs itself, the
complexion becomes more rejuvenated, plumped and tighter, giving a more youthful appearance.
Full Face $300 Neck $200 Chest $300 
 
Laser Resurfacing 
This laser leads to the elimination of pigmentation, tightening of the skin, collagen production and softening to
the texture and tone of the skin.
Full Face $600 Chest $600 neck $400 
 
Laser Tattoo Removal 
This treatment precisely targets the tissue to remove unwanted ink, which minimizes pain and recovery time.
During treatment, ultra-short bursts of energy target specific wavelengths of color.
Starting at $99 
 
Non Surgical Body Contouring
These procedures reduce or remove stubborn pockets of fat to contour different areas of the body. Our
nonsurgical fat reduction treatments use ultra sound and radio frequency to achieve these results.
Stomach and flanks $950  Arms $500 inner thigh $700
 
PRP Platelet Rich Plasma add-on $300
It acts as a matrix that promotes your own collagen to grow and regenerate tissue as well as speeds up
the skin's repair process. This repair process results in smoother, tighter skin, improved scarring, and
improved skin tone.
 
Waxing                                                       Tinting
brows $30 Upper Lip $15 Chin $15            Brow $30 Lashes $40
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